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HEART ART SIGN:

The heart/art sign is becoming an iconic image in Collingwood. It has given our premises greatly

enhanced visibility and it is becoming a symbol for the entire district, known as “Creative Simcoe”. The

sign is over 4’ high and has a 3D heart before the word art. Each letter is a different colour, almost a

rainbow. Tourists get their picture taken by the sign. They are encouraged to stand beside the heart and

make themselves into the letter I, to form

“I love art”. Vinyl lettering hashtag was

placed on the sign for social media shares.



The Goal of the Bench
Project in relation to the
Tourism Relief Fund:

The BMFA has acted as a community hub for the last 47 years.
As we continue to watch expansion and growth in the arts & culture sector as well as
undergo major challenges and shifts- we ask ourselves what it means to be truly
inclusive in the arts?
For us this meant equal opportunity and giving space to underrepresented artists in our
community to promote engagement and tourism.

The bench project was a perfect way to continue our efforts to create a space
that is inviting, inclusive and diverse. Creating permanent infrastructure to
accommodate visitors in a safe and positive way. There are 6 benches in total and the
idea is to create two semi circles with an opening to invite anyone to sit. Each bench is
designed and hand painted by local artists, each representing a different important
community as a part of our wholeness.

It is with both the visual representation on each bench and the actual idea behind a
bench/seating area that drives the vision of this project. To sit, to speak, to communicate
freely. The semi circle enforces the idea of equality and lack of hierarchy- it creates an
open seating dynamic to see one another, to hear one another and to connect. It
attracts visitors to our space and encourages one to lengthen their stay rather than just
passing by.

Each of these artists has a different, unique story to tell of their identity and their
artistic journey. Through the bold visuals, and symbolism on each bench- it is a
permanent installation to the BMFA and our community arts hub to share the message
to everyone and anyone- you belong here! We believe art is for everyone.

These benches enhance our tourist experience as a public art installation that functions
as an accessible way to interact with our arts district. The benches re activate the
space, filling it with vibrancy and visual learning opportunities.

The benches were built locally, and all of the artists were sourced locally.

Here are their stories:

Bench #1-  A Celebration of Queer Identities



About the bench:

We're proud to present the  "A Celebration of Queer Identities" bench! It is designed to
look like a well-loved blue denim jacket with lots of patches on it. Patches can be fun
memories, lived experiences, or can be chosen as external representations of identity.
The patches on this bench have been chosen to celebrate some parts of the Queer
experience, and are some of our favourites. The flags along the edges are
representative of several Queer groups and identities, and the ends of the bench have
active QR codes to enable learning or access local Southern Georgian Bay resources
as needed. Finally, the bench legs are painted to represent the stripes found in the
LGBTQ2SIA+ pride flag.

About the artists / designers:

Kate and Jennifer Keskikyla are a daughter / mother team of artists, who worked
together to bring you this bench. Kate came up with the 'denim jacket patches' design,
and Jennifer has a love of flags and experience painting them. Kate is a member of the
queer community and received inspiration for this design from the wonderful people she
has met on her identity journey. Jennifer is a supportive ally, and recently painted a
nautical flag design on a chair for Collingwood's Art in The Street 2022. The patches on
this bench enabled some open and honest conversations between the two artists as the
design evolved, and we hope that it will start many more conversations amongst the
people sitting on it in the future.

Both Kate and Jennifer post images of their art on Instagram:
Kate - @keskidesigns
Jennifer - @jennkeskiart
Jennifer is a member of the BMFA. Please visit her website at

www.jennkeskiart.ca

Bench #2- Youth Centre Bee Bench

About the Bench:

Collingwood Youth Centre believes that if you invest in our youth, encourage their
curiosity, and appreciate their talents and innovative ideas, they will soar. In their view,
youth is the foundation of a strong future and thriving Collingwood community.

http://www.jennkeskiart.ca/


They work with youth to create a safe, relaxing and respectful environment that
celebrates youth culture in all its diversity. With safety comes freedom for youth to
explore opportunities for personal development, tackle problems and achieve new
goals.

The Collingwood Youth Centre works closely with the Environment Network. This was
the inspiration for their bench by one talented youth. The bench depicts bees in their
natural habitat putting emphasis on the critical role honey bees play in our food supply
and our environment.
This bench will sit amongst our bee garden sanctuary in front of the BMFA.

Bench #3- Floral Metis Bench

About the Bench:

The bench design features abstracted native wildflower species to Ontario. Inspiration is
drawn from their Métis heritage, specifically recalling teachings of 'The Flower People' --
a term bestowed upon Métis bead-workers for their prolific inclusion of flowers within
their beadwork designs. Abigail is currently working upon a larger-scale mural of Métis
history and heritage in partnership with the Métis Council of Georgian Bay, Georgian
Bay District Secondary School teachers and students, and other active volunteers within
the community. The bench serves as an extension of the love they have felt for
reconnecting with their heritage and a desire to share an uplifting interpretation of flower
painting through use of acrylic paint. Focus on local species brings questions of land
knowledge and understanding of local ecosystems; it is hoped that if the flowers are not
recognized, perhaps one may take the initiative to learn about the flowers that exist here
naturally and cohesively!

About the Artist:

Abigail LaChapelle is an interdisciplinary Métis artist from Simcoe County whose work
primarily focuses on storytelling, character design, and a newfound reconnection with
their culture. They earned their BFA with Distinction from OCAD University's Painting
and Drawing: Expanded Animation and Digital Painting program in 2020, as well as
received further education at Otis College of Art and Design in Los Angeles, California,
with a focus on concept art development. Trained in both digital and traditional
mediums, they frequently intercross the two, drawing inspiration from both techniques in
either application.



Bench #4- Seniors Bench

About the Bench: The design that I chose to paint on the bench is an expression of how
I feel being a senior. I feel less inclined for perfection here and decided to make it fun
and free and random. It was done with a sense of joy and liberation .. being at a time in
one’s life where the inhibitions about a lot of things are forgotten. It is time for
experimentation without worrying about the end results.

About the Artist:

Beverley Smith has been a professional artist since graduating from
Sheridan College (The School of Design) and weaving college in
Stockholm Sweden in the early 70's. She moved from Toronto to the
Beaver Valley in 1980. She has become well known locally not only
for her textile art, but also for her murals, maps and whimsical
illustrations of the area.

Bench #5- Magic of Children

About the Bench:
So when we announced this bench project, we offered only 5 spots to ensure inclusion
and enough bench surface per artist.
This made for such a fun afternoon together!
I presented the bench and spoke about the initiative from the BMFA and its theme
around Celebration.
Asking the students what comes to mind when we think about Celebrating?! And this
fine group came back with parties and festivals and fun colours! (fireworks, balloons,
confetti,
I shared a printout with a variety of examples, and we talked about memorable
celebrations while each artist created their own thumbnail sketches and ideas.
Asking them to think about repetition, shape, pattern, colour choices and any
illustrations that felt celebratory.

We then brought out a limited palette of exterior paint colours and each student had a
section to paint their designs.



Where the sections came together, they had the chance to collaborate and integrate
their concepts.
They finished it off with their names and a few extra paint splatters.

During our time together we played music and enjoyed the process of making art as a
team!

About the Artists:

Magic of Children Collingwood is an arts organization that provides children with equal
opportunity in the community.
They believe that art instruction helps children with the development of motor skills,
language skills, social skills, decision-making, risk-taking, and inventiveness. ...
Arts experiences boost critical thinking, teaching students to take the time to be more
careful and thorough in how they observe the world. A group of young artists took the
time to paint a bench collectively and use their learnt skills to come up with something
vibrant and playful.

Bench #6- Black History Bench

About the Bench:

A piece of History, a dose of the present and a sneak preview of a positive and much
brighter future.

This bench represents a story, not just  any story but a story about the past, present and
future, the truth.

Most or some stories start from the top or present, I choose to start from the past,the
bottom.

The BLACK legs represent the people's of Afrikan descent.  It represents them carrying
the WEIGHT of the world on their shoulders.



The RED symbolizes the BLOOD that was shed,the HANDS symbolize the fight,the
struggle,the Afrikan ancesters pushing thier children,wives and families into a much
better future,holding them up.

The names are those who were African leaders and or lost their lives supporting the
struggle .

The WHITE dots  on the legs of various shades represent the WHITE people who
fought alongside the Afrikans,the whites who worked alongside the Afrikans both hidden
and in plain sight.

It would've  been impossible without their involvement.

Many are unknown some by choice, had to be, and /or remain anonymous for fear of
their lives and that of families lives, some to this very day.

The Artist respects and understands that, which is why no names are listed.

Their sacrifices will forever be remembered and cherished till our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ returns for us to all meet again.

The words  EQUALITY, JUSTICE, FAIRNESS, RESPECT, are prominently and
strategically displayed on all sides of the bench.

These words to this very day are still being sought.  The words are placed  to be viewed
from all angles,the intent is to be noticed and acknowledged no matter the angle of
approach.

These words are meant to not only be seen but read ,felt and acknowledged.

The little  splotches of red  by words symbolizes that Afrikans are still shedding blood  at
times a little less,sometimes hidden and sometimes in front of the whole world on
camera.

Lives sometimes are and were in the continent AFRIKA ITSELF lost while the world
looks on and does nothing yet encourages the world to help and support non Afrikan
countries at war.

On top of the bench the patterns displayed represent the numerous shades of the
AFRIKAN people, ranging from jet black to pinkish shades(Albinos).



90% of the seating area is painted gold representing the richness of AFRIKA and its
people,descendants of KINGS and QUEENS.

There exist to this very day Kings and Queens.

The Gold also represents  Afrikas GOLD eg THE GOLD COAST now known as
GHANA WEST AFRIKA.

The black circle represents how the world has been encouraged to see,view and think
of AFRIKANS.

In truth AFRIKANS are a very warm,loving, hospitable and rich people ,this is also
represented through the brightness of the gold.

Prominently and proudly displayed around the circle are the many but not all creations
of AFRIKANS.

Many the creations are not displayed,some were stolen from and never given credit.

Some are unknown to this very day.
N,S,E, and W represent the four corners of the earth AFRIKANS hail from.

This is not just any ordinary bench to just be sat on in any which way, but rather a
History lesson. A lesson that he who forgets the past is bound to repeat it.

If you are of Afrikan decent know and respect the fact that many Afrikans as well as
CAUCASIANS lost thier lives for you to be able to sit here on this profound bench
safely,comfortably and peacefully.

Acknowledge, respect and appreciate that as you view,read ,learn and sit.

If you are of CAUCASIAN decent know that
a few of your ancestors acknowledged the wrong being done   to a beautiful innocent
people , that same very few made a huge difference in the  of the oppressed.

Their contributions and sacrifices made a huge impact  in the world today.

This small difference was so grate that you can also sit here in peace and pride. You



can silently say to yourself I MAY NOT have been there,I MAY NEVER have stopped
racism,or unfair treatment towards my AFRIKAN brothers and sisters but somewhere
along or down the line an ancestor did,for we are connected I can and will learn from
this,this will make me a much better person for we aim to be(good) and do things better
than our parents and ancestors were.

If you fit neither of these groups acknowledge what went into this piece of history,learn
how powerful love for your fellow human being can be, see the rewards and carry the
words EQUALITY,FAIRNESS,JUSTICE AND PEACE,show that to all.

Creating this piece of art was not easy. Like a child it continued to grow and will still
grow into the next task.

As the days of creating progressed I realized that it
is way bigger than I. It was and still is a story and lesson that needed not to be just told
but  shown,revealed and acknowledged.

LEST WE FORGET

By Atswei 2022
































